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***

Some two years into COVID Mania,  it  appears that the forces for COVID tyranny have
abandoned their failed war on a virus, at least for now. But they still can’t give up on the
reality that it was all for nothing. They can’t acknowledge that the people in charge of
society got everything they wanted, and ended up destroying hundreds of millions of lives,
with nothing beneficial (at least for decent people) to show for it.

There have now been dozens and dozens of high profile detractors from the COVID narrative
who have recently been deplatformed from the conversation. Yours truly, as a frequent
narrative offender, is almost definitely existing there on borrowed time.

Big Tech is engaged in a giant mop up operation to protect the COVID narrative. Powerful
governments and the corporate press, as their most loyal allies, is happy to churn out the
material to accommodate them. These forces are creating an echo chamber that insists
upon complete uniformity. So to protect the narrative, dissidents must be banished from the
public square.

According to the narrative, we just discovered that these “tools” may not really work. But
that can’t be the fault of the people who employed these tools. In the echo chamber, there
was no dissent to this two year campaign of draconian terror. Exposing the longevity of the
outsider narrative will cause a problem for the people in charge, so it’s best to instead
remove evidence that this outsider narrative existed in the first place.

The Morning: Do Covid Precautions Work?

“The answer is surprisingly unclear”

Says @DLeonhardt from The NY Times.

This is infuriating. Now The NY Times starts to back-peddle on Covid protocols.
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And look what else! � pic.twitter.com/bgLRnHufqP

— NYCHomoCon (@NYCHomoCon) March 9, 2022

You can’t have reporters showcasing evidence that all of these “the tools” to stop COVID
never worked. They must proclaim that this is a new discovery, and not something these
rogue independent journalists have been articulating for two years.

Glad that @DLeonhardt is at long last informing our suburbanite and UWS
fellow citizens of what Red-Staters have known for the past couple of years

Vaccines, Masks, Staying At Home Did Not Make A Major Difference In COVID
Case Rates, NYT Writer Says https://t.co/yTl4qnChSu

— Nan Hayworth, M.D. (@NanHayworth) March 10, 2022

Some of the greatest detractors from the COVID narrative are slowly being purged by Big
Tech.

Just this week, the outstanding journalist Michael Senger, the author of “Snake Oil: How Xi
Jinping Shut Down The World” was banned from Twitter.

His infraction? Restating the reality that the past two years have been a catastrophe of
pseudoscience,  and  that  all  of  the  suffering  imposed  upon  the  masses  have  only  created
additional problems on top of the virus problem.

Twitter has permanently suspended Michael Senger for the tweet below. This is
shocking and tragic, and follows on the heels of Daniel Kotzin's (thankfully
temporary) suspension. They are trying to silence us, and I assume the same
fate will befall me soon. pic.twitter.com/dorYaIeMJL

— Jenin Younes (@Leftylockdowns1) March 9, 2022

Friday morning, they added radio host Shannon Joy to the list for highlighting the tens of
thousands of VAERS side effect reports in COVID vaccines given to children.

There had to be a reason for it all, because you don’t want people to get the impression that
the whole Public Health industry is a giant ideological scam.

You don’t want to give people the idea that Big Pharma has transformed into a cartel of
money and power hungry snake oil scammers and outright scam artists.

You don’t want the plebeians to start thinking that the CDC, FDA, NIH and every other
Government Health departments couldn’t care less about their health, and are merely a tool
of state interests.

So instead of coming clean about these aforementioned realities, the Big Tech mop up crew
has turned its attention to protecting the countless lies concocted by the ruling class, so
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that these actors can retain good standing in the eyes of their constituency.

*
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